Climb high Climb far

‘Our greatest glory is not in never falling but in rising every time we fall.’

Tilak House draws its strength from the colour ‘Blue’- a synonym of water. Our brave hearts of Tilak House aptly display never-say-die spirit associated with ‘Bal Gangadhar Tilak’.

The Blue House team firmly follows and believes the eight fold path of right purpose, right opinion, right speech, right conduct, right means of livelihood, right efforts, right mindedness and right rapture.

The solid foundation provided to our young achievers stood the test of time when Vivek Kumar donned the mantle of School Sports Prefect this year.

“The gems cannot be polished without friction and no man be perfected without trials.”

This year was full of ups and downs but each member of the Tilak House was determined to be the best and take everything in his/her stride. Our journey began with second position in the English Debate Competition where Vishesh Raina, Arjun and Pallavi Aggarwal made us proud. Tilak House secured the fourth position in Dance Competition.

The students of the House also carved a niche in the sports arena. In Football boys bagged the first position whereas in Basketball Junior team got sixth and the senior team clinched the fourth position. In Hockey Junior team got fifth and the senior team got the fourth rank. In Table-Tennis Junior team made a clean sweep of all the three positions and in senior group Ragnini bagged the first position.
In Science Drama Tilakians clinched the second position and in Junior Maths Quiz too the members made the house proud by securing the second position.

The achievements of any organization are the result of the combined efforts of all the individuals—be it teachers, prefects or students—each one toiled day and night for the success of the House, their endeavours either as a guide, a participant or as a supporter have been commendable under the guidance of Mrs. Monica Goel, Mr. Naresh Jindal, Ms. Nita Pathak, Ms. Shuchita, Ms. Manju, Mr. Dalip, Mr. Rajesh, Mr. Sanjay Adhya, Mrs. Mamta, Mr. Amarjeet, Dr. Renu, Mr. Chandan, Mrs. Kusum, Mr. Theo and Mrs. Ritu. ‘It’s easier to go down the hill, but the view is much better at the top.’

‘Success comes to those who are determined and focused.’

We Tilakians are focused and disciplined. We shall continue to propel ourselves into action with a clear direction and we will let nothing stop us.